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A virtual fence (VF) is designed to act like a territorial boundary in the mind of a target animal. Territorial boundaries are respected by
potential intruders out of Fear of Retribution (punishment or death) by the territory owner. The primary aim of a virtual fence is to
create a similar “Landscape of Fear” in the mind of an intruder. This is achieved by simulating the presence of natural predators,
territorial competitors or providing painful, unpleasant or scary stimuli (e.g. bee stings, odours, loud bangs). The integrity of the VF
requires that the boundary is Spatially Predictable while the production of the scary stimuli is Temporally Unpredictable. This
uncertainty creates stress, which enhances the fear, and hence the efficacy of the VF. The HWS Virtual Fence produces a variety of
stimuli (alarm calls, predator calls, sounds of dying animals, predators squabbling and pyrotechnics) which create Stimulus
Unpredictability, thus fortifying the “Landscape of Fear” as well as minimizing the chances of habituation.

Figure 1. Virtual Fence line designed to prevent the Koggelbaai Baboon Troop from entering Gordon’s Bay. The Gateway Router and Relay
Stations are positioned to create an interlinked network of 6LoWPAN* radio coverage for early detection of baboons as they approach the
Virtual Fence. Once a GPS collared baboon enters the visual range of the network, it will transmit (RF) its exact location via the Relay Stations
to the Gateway Router. Thereafter, it will record its GPS position every 10 minutes, but will transmit its location periodically according to the
predetermined settings of its current zone position in the Geo-Fence. As soon as a baboon crosses into a new Geo-Fence Zone, it will transmit
its new location and assume the new transmit time period. The Gateway Router will relay the signal via an existing GSM (cell phone) network
to an operator with a Smartphone or Wi-Fi network. The operator can observe the baboon’s movements and trigger one or multiple Action
Stations to play a variety of sounds and/or fire bear bangers. The field operator can also activate Action Stations wirelessly using a Hand-held
Transmitter. *IP version 6 Low-power Wireless Personal Area Network
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Results from Virtual Fence Test
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The first operational HWS Virtual Fence is currently in use at Gordon’s Bay to
deter the Koggelbaai Troop from raiding the town. All results since
installation are illustrated below.

Figure 2. Koggelbaai Troop movements (yellow dots) from 01 September 2015 to 20
January 2016, prior to exposure to the Virtual Fence. Note Incursions into Gordon’s
Bay (red circle).

Figure 3. Koggelbaai Troop movements from 21 January - 21 February 2016, after
first exposure to the Virtual Fence on 21 January 2016 at the heavily utilised
botanical garden. Positions during first three weeks after exposure (21 Jan – 13 Feb)
illustrated in blue, and positions during 4th week (14 – 21 Feb) shown in yellow.

Figure 4. Koggelbaai Troop movements from 22 February - 25 May2016, after
second exposure to the virtual fence on 22 February 2016.
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Email from Hayley-May Wittridge (Biodiversity Area Co-ordinator) 
after independently activating VF on 22 February for the first time: 

“We just “met” the baboons in our virtual fence area. Using stealth we set up 
the boxes and waited. We used them very successfully. On the first try, they 

high tailed it after only hearing the lion roar. We continued playing the 
“distressed animal” and then the “noisy chaos” sounds. We set off two 

bangers and a whistle.”

• Near real time coverage (Readings = 1 per 10 min vs 1 
per 4 hours with Iridium GPS)

• Battery life ~ 5 years vs ~ 1 year with Iridium GPS

• Interconnected network of Relay Stations, creating web 
of coverage over mountainous terrain

• Contoured Geo-Fence with varying alert times

• Remote activation of Virtual Fence Responses:  Bio-
Mimicry and Pyrotechnics

• Inconspicuous Relay Stations with built in Solar Panels

• Cost effective with minimal labour requirements

• Upgradable with remote updates via Gateway Router

• Aversive Sound element, as addition to GPS collar, in 
development

Advantages of HWS GPS Virtual Fence
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